
BoLock BF7

Loose lay installation

These 7 mm tiles are for loose lay installation. In some cases, such as locations with lots of direct sunlight, heavy 
forklift traffic or impermeability requirements in catering kitchens, it is recommended to glue the tiles to the 
subfloor with 2K-PU glue. Another method to ensure that the tiles stay in place under extremely heavy loads is to 
use a fixative. The tiles are properly fixed to the floor, yet can easily be picked up.

This all-round solution solves all your flooring problems. The tiles cover cracks 
and imperfections and are therefore perfect for damaged, damp or soiled 
subfloors. The perfect solution for all locations that are unsuitable for other flooring systems or where the floors are 
subject to heavy loads. 

The snap connection enables the tiles to be placed randomly resulting in additional stability and significantly 
less cutting waste.
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  Can be laid on top of the existing subfloor (including soiled or defect floors) 

  Can be laid randomly 
  No preparation or building work required 
  Ready to use and to be placed under heavy loads 
  No or minimal business interruption 
  Suitable for extremely heavy loads such as fork lift trucks or stackers 
  Easy to make watertight (without the need for special tools) 
  Removable and easy to move 
  Excellent sound insulation and ergonomic 
  Non-slip (R12)
  Easy to clean and maintain 

  A perfect alternative for ceramic tiles, coatings or concrete paint 

Properties and benefits

  Garages 
  Classic car storage
  Warehouses 
  Workshop 
  Small catering kitchen  s
  Canteens
  Aircraft hangars 
  Factories
  Printing businesses 
  Machine factories 
  Manufactoring companies

   

Applications 



Watertight 

These tiles have a unique snap connection and are virtually watertight. 100% impermeability can be achieved without the 
use of special tools. Simply apply MS polymer kit or a cold-welding product to make the floor watertight.

Technical data

Connection snap connection (hidden joint)

Dimensions 500 x 500 mm

Thickness 7 mm

Weight 2,5 kg per tile

Material Recycling PVC (manufactured conform REACH- and CE standards)

Surface structure GL : Flow line 

Toughness 92 Shore A

Non-slip R12

Fire performance B1fl-S1 Does not readily catch fire 

Underside Smooth

Suitable for underfloor heating Ja

Thermally weldable BoLock BF7 : Not weldable (cold-welding product only) 
BoLock BF7 Weld : Weldable with 5mm welding rod  

Accessories Transition profile, skirting 

Plasticizer exudation Rubber tyres or caps can cause staining to grey synthetic tiles, 
as can herbs or certain food colourings.

Colors

More information

If you would like more information about us or our products, please do not hesitate to contact us on telephone number 
(+31)045-5322277 or send us an email: info@bofloor.biz
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